
PLEASE NOTE - 

BRANDS HATCH SUM-

MER STAGES ARE 

CANCELLED AND THE 

SMEATHARPE RE-

SERVE REPLACES 

THAT EVENT! 

 

Well it’s a lovely sunny day 

here in Wycombe (well it 

was when I decided to start 

this but then the Big Bang 

Theory came on telly and 

that’s too funny to miss). 

 

Round 7 of the champion-

ship is now complete and 

although there was a poor 

attendance from champion-

ship crews the four teams 

who were there were out to 

impress! 

 

Now everyone knows I 

tease Dean Thomas with the 

teddy awards - and in fair-

ness he gets his own back, 

but this time he admits he 

treated his car like a bumper 

car bouncing her off tyres so 

he’s fair game for some teas-

ing! Although I wasn't there I 

did manage to get a quick 

peak at the stage times  and 

once more Dean and Rich lived up to their reputa-

tion of a pocket rocket, putting in some impressive 

times against much more powerful cars and easily 

walking to the win, albeit it breaking some bits 

along the way. Dean has been flirting all year with 

returning to karting full time and it may be the after 

effects of the alcohol but I’m sure I remember see-

ing something from Dean after Abingdon saying 

he’d had enough and wasn't going to rally anymore 

this year. Then just because I screwed up the paper-

work with his bonus round request he goes and 

spites me by winning! Rich if you know any reason 

(or even if you want to exaggerate  one) as to why I 

can give Dean the teddy award for Smeatharpe 

please please let me know. 

 

Chris Selfe was the second of the four contending 

drivers at the event and the only one from Class D. 

Again he seems to have had a consistent days rally-

ing achieving 12th overall and taking full points in his 

Class. This now puts him second in Class and one 

point behind Paul King with only four rounds left to 

go its all to play for. 

Pocket Rocket wins at Smeatharpe 
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Dean Thomas/Rich Knowland Winners of the 3 counties stages. 



I did have a look at the entry list for the Carfax 

Stages and neither of them are currently en-

tered so there may be some tactics being 

played. 

 

Class E saw two contending teams out to play. 

Danielle Furzeland and Jason Parsonage had an-

other brilliant day finishing second overall and 

taking full class points.  I have had the pleasure 

of competing against Danielle in many rallies 

and she is certainly going from strength to 

strength, perhaps its time for dad Steve to be 

watching his rear view mirror more carefully. 

 

Class E also saw the new pairing of Chris Do-

dridge and daughter Megan out to hone their 

skills.  

Now I’m going to talk about Chris and Megan 

for awhile because Chris kindly gave me some 

wonderful feedback which I made the mistake 

of reading at work and ended up spitting coffee 

all over the place as I tried not to choke and 

laugh at the same time. 

Chris reported they had a good day, albeit a 

spin and stall on stage one cost them 30 sec-

onds and an argument with a concrete block on 

stage 6 cost them more time from a bent wish-

bone they still managed an impressive fourth 

overall. 

 

So why the laughter you ask, well this is Megans 

third time co-driving and I must admit in my ten 

years of co-driving I’ve come up with some in-

teresting notes myself, there was the impossible 

hairpin with Les Skeet at Fat Albert, the Tues-

day square right straight with Richard Edwards 

at Abingdon (long straight and on Tuesday 

when we get to the end turn square right) the 

bastard devils hairpin with Stu Fossey in Jersey, 

and the ‘fly me to the moon’ straight at TSH 

with Steve Beck (and to Steves disbelief I did 

start singing the song)  

and of course I’ve heard many other co-drivers in-

teresting calls, but I have never heard ‘90 right 

round the house of Satans pets!’  It turns out Megan 

has a fear of cows and her ever kind father left her 

alone to walk, well sprint past the cowshed to scru-

tineering which didn’t go down at all well. I cant 

help wondering what the in car footage was like at 

that turn, I would imagine its very hard to steer a 

car when you can’t see through your tears of laugh-

ter. I have done Smeatharpe once and there was a 

huge pile of cow dung we had to negotiate that was 

running across the stage so I can only imagine what 

the call was for passing that! Now of course I cant 

talk, I also have an aversion in rallying, mainly to 

crashing! I wouldn't say I’ve been in a lot but con-

sidering I’ve earned the nickname Jinxie then I guess 

there must have been a few! 

As for Steve and I well my rallying season is now 

pretty much over. Steve is spending the summer 

months on two motorbike touring holidays across 

Europe, one with the boys and one with Michelle. 

To spill the gossip last year Steve planned a tour of 

Europe and the plan was for him, a friend and their 

partners to go, however the other lady pulled out 

at the last minute so Steve left Michelle behind and 

turned it into a boys trip...something Michelle was 

rather unhappy about and to be honest when I 

heard I was surprised he still had certain parts of his 

anatomy to continue rallying! So this year he’s being 

a good boy and making it right.  As for me I’m sav-

ing up for a kitchen. 

So with Dean Thomas and Rich Knowlton taking 

the championship lead there are still only three 

points in it (however at time of going to press I be-

lieve that the pocket rocket is on EBay) I’m not 

sure what's happened to Barney Lower and Ben 

Greenfield, but if you’re reading this boys its time   

Satans pet   



to get out of the bar and start discussing tactics as 

its all to play for now with the top seven places all 

having used up their jokers! 

The Next round of the championship will be the 

Carfax Stages at Thockmorton on the 8th of Au-

gust.  For those already entered I wish you the best 

of luck and for those still debating it, it’s a great ven-

ue and I hear that Oxford MC have not only carried 

out repairs to make it better but are also planning 

to look at utilising every witch doctor, spirit guide 

and every other option to get you better weather 

than last year, although I must admit last year was 

interesting having a torrential downpour in the 

morning and bright sunny skies in the afternoon. 

Finally, I know that some of you are too shy to tell 

me how your rally went or to dish the dirt but un-

less you want me to waffle on about the difficulties 

of designing a kitchen and the cost of one (I could 

buy a rally car with what they’re quoting) I beg all 

you who remain quiet please give me something to 

put in the bulletin!! 

 

Competitors comments 

Dean Thomas - Got to Smeatharpe nice and early, 

bolted a pair of new tyres on the back and went for it. 

Hit a few tyres and damaged the poor old girl, then 

found we had a 40 second lead so Rich told me to stop 

hitting things (Never happen Rich - Eds Comment) so 

we took it a bit easy on the last four stages. Also had a 

noisy driveshaft then snapped a fan belt on the start line 

of the last stage. Really happy to be the quickest on 7 of 

the 10 stages against some quick old cars. A great event 

and Big thanks to Rich. 

Chris Dodridge - It was our first visit to Smeatharpe. 

Scruitineering was a terrifying experience for Megan, she  

has an irrational fear of cows, we left her to walk past 

the cow shed (actually sprint past) to scruitineering! She 

was not impressed but the rest of us were amused. 

On the rally we had a spin and stalled the engine on 

Stage 1 which lost us about thirty seconds because it 

wouldn't restart. I then ran over a concrete block on 

stage 6 which felt like a huge hit to me, it bent a wish-

bone and knocked the steering out so I slowed down a 

bit on that stage until I knew what I was going on. Over-

all the car was good as gold, and after a relatively poor 

first stage time we worked our way back up to 4th over-

on track. It’s the first time for a while that I’ve seen a 

presentation at the end where everyone was in attend-

ance (about 25 years I’d guess Chris!) 


